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Abstract
Quantitative methods are becoming more common for persona creation, but it is not clear to which extent online data and opaque machine learning algorithms introduce bias at various steps of data-driven persona creation (DDPC) and if these methods violate user rights. In this conceptual analysis, we use Gillespie’s framework of algorithmic ethics to analyze DDPC for ethical considerations. We propose five design questions for evaluating the ethics of DDPC. DDPC should demonstrate the diversity of the user base but represent the actual data, be accompanied by explanations of their creation, and mitigate the possibility of unfair decisions.

Introduction
A persona is a fictional individual describing a user segment [8]. Personas are employed in design and product development for streamlining organizational strategy, creating new products, and improving customer operations [17]. Increasingly, researchers and practitioners are employing data-driven persona creation (DDPC), which we define as the use of opaque algorithms for creating personas from large amounts of online user data, such as the information in users’ social media profiles. The use of data and algorithms thus bring DDPC under the domain of ethics, with related concerns of privacy, access, trust, transparency, trust, and so on.

While DDPC provides advantages, such as reducing the time and cost of the creation, providing standardization, and keeping the personas up-to-date when the underlying data changes [19, 28, 29], the new methods may introduce new sources of bias [30],
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Patterns of inclusion
The choices behind what makes it into the dataset in the first place, what is excluded, and how data is made algorithm ready.

Cycles of anticipation
The implications of algorithm providers’ attempts to thoroughly know and predict their users, and how the conclusions they draw can matter.

Evaluation of relevance
The criteria by which algorithms determine what is relevant, how those criteria are obscured from users, and how they enact political choices about appropriate and legitimate knowledge.

Promise of algorithmic objectivity
The way the technical character of the algorithm is positioned as an assurance of impartiality, and how that claim is maintained in the face of controversy.

Entanglement with practice
How users reshape their practices to suit the algorithms they depend on, and how they can turn algorithms into terrains for political contest, sometimes even to interrogate the politics of the algorithm itself.

Production of calculated publics
How the algorithmic presentation of publics back to themselves shape a public’s sense of itself, and who is best positioned to benefit from that knowledge.

Table 1: Six ethical dimensions (EDs) of analysis, as identified by Gillespie [8].

more complexity [32] and other ethical concerns. However, the ethics of DDPC have yet to come under scrutiny. In line with increasingly urgent calls for normative analyses of algorithmic systems [10], there is a need for an ethical analysis of DDPC.

Algorithmic ethics is a rising research topic within the HCI research community [7, 9, 22, 36]. Yet, data-driven personas have so far not been scrutinized for ethical issues. To address this research gap, we carry out a conceptual analysis of the ethics of DDPC, outlining specific issues researchers and practitioners should address when creating personas using algorithms and online user data.

Analytical Framework
Our analysis is structured around the six ethical dimensions (ED) of “algorithms by Gillespie [11] (see Table 1). This framework was deemed appropriate, as it covers multiple facets of ethics that are relevant for the persona creation process we outline (see Table 2) We relate each of these dimensions to DDPC, identify concerns about fairness, discrimination, and bias at each point in the DDPC process, and discuss available remedies to these concerns. As such, this work forms part of broader discussions of the ethics of algorithms and fairness when using online user data, especially concerning persona creation.

In this research, we relate EDs to DDPC, which generally consists of the steps outlined in Table 2 [17]. The underlying assumption in our analysis is one of procedural justice [20], which requires that every step of the DDPC is accurate, fair, consistent, correctable, and ethical [12, 13]. Therefore, each step in DDPC, has a normative dimension, and an ethical inquiry will consider not only the fairness of the outcome of personas, but every step in the process (as well as the human-algorithmic interface at each step) as points for ethical inquiry. Overarchingly, DDPC may be thought of as an attempt to disaggregate aggregated data, which is how analytic platforms typically present such data. The most salient normative issues, therefore, concern the (a) ethics of categorization, bias, and discrimination and (b) the question of algorithmic transparency.

ED1: Patterns of Inclusion
As Gillespie notes, algorithms are meaningless unless paired with datasets [11]. Gillespie’s first dimension, patterns of inclusion, relates to the choices of what makes it into a dataset in the first place [21], and how the data is prepared for algorithmic use. For DDPC, this relates to the selection of data sources and variables. Patterns of exclusion shape the data derived from social media sites, for example when sensitive material is excluded, and content tailored to users.

The datasets for DDPC – typically derived from APIs of social media sites [18] – are thus already mediated in various ways and may contain structural bias and patterns of discrimination. Additionally, structured relationships between variables shape user analytics in potentially biased ways. The ethical design question (DQ1) here thus concerns patterns of inclusion in data collection and database design: What is included and, more importantly, what is excluded from the dataset, and how do these inclusions and exclusions relate to issues of fairness, transparency, and bias?

Any biases and errors in the data are inherited to personas. For example, when generating personas from online user data, the measurement error is unknown...
(the platforms do not share their methods for inferring user attributes or the errors of these methods). DDPC represents “best efforts” to make use of what is available; however, the data sources should not be blindly trusted. To increase trust in data-driven personas, their developers can (a) apply triangulation by independent samples to corroborate personas, and (b) increase algorithmic transparency including clear statements of where the data originates, how it was collected, and what were the analysis steps that resulted in the shown persona profiles [32]. Explicit analyses using balanced reference distributions can also be carried out to identify “gaps” in the generated personas versus populations at large.

ED2: Cycles of Anticipation
Gillespie’s second dimension includes the implications of algorithm providers’ attempts to know and predict their users, and how the algorithms they draw can matter. In the context of DDPC, a potential problem is that in algorithmic systems for deriving user analytics, the information that is most legible to the algorithm stands in for actual users. While a social media site might know a lot about its users, it knows, as Gillespie notes “only what it is able to know” [11], for example, demographic features and interaction histories.

What tends to emerge from user analytics is, therefore, a blunt approximation of a real user, or an “algorithmic identity”, in which some details of users are retained, and others are overlooked. These identities function as "shadow bodies" that proliferate through information systems [11]. Note that this issue could also arise in traditional persona design -- when interviewing / surveying a person, they might not disclose everything about them or resort to partial truths. It thus follows that “objectivity”, as postulated in many DDPC research papers [1, 2], might not, in fact, be the case, especially when the source data is biased. In the ecosystem of machine learning (ML), there may be a slippage between real users and their algorithmic bodies that creates a contested ethical terrain.

Not only do users adapt their behavior to fit in with algorithms – providing only the information asked for, or volunteering information that fits in with algorithmic categories or expectations – but user profiles based on user analytics may not take into account a large set of user characteristics that is not visible to the algorithm or regarded by it as irrelevant. When these user analytics are then fed back into the creation of personas, the question arises (DQ2): How to reduce the risk that a large number of user characteristics that play a role in user experience and human decision-making are ignored or skewed?

ED3-4: The evaluation of relevance and the promise of algorithmic objectivity
Gillespie’s third dimension refers to the criteria by which algorithms determine relevance and legitimate certain kinds of knowledge. The corresponding step in DDPC is the processes by which personas are generated automatically. Here, algorithms may inadvertently introduce new biases or amplify existing ones [4]. These issues may emerge, for example, when applying natural language processing techniques for persona generation. Bolukbasi et al. have shown that word embeddings the machine learns from news articles not only reflect gender stereotypes prevalent in society, but also pose the risk of augmenting patterns of discrimination [5] “Learning” user attributes from

---

**Table 2: Steps for typical DDPC (as outlined by An et al. [1]). The steps involve various decisions undertaken by the algorithms, typically using probabilistic decision-making criteria.**

**Step 1: Dimensionality reduction**
Identifying user behavior patterns from the data set.

**Step 2: Aggregation**
Linking these user behavior patterns to demographic groups.

**Step 3: Selection**
Identifying impactful user demographic groups from the data set.

**Step 4: Data collation**
Creating shell personas via demographic attributes.

**Step 5: Personification**
Enriching these shell personas with personified information to create rich persona descriptions.
data such as social media texts risks discrimination by
gender, racial, ethnic and cultural stereotypes.

Because the encoding of discrimination in ML is not well
understood, there have been calls for an equal
opportunity by design, meaning that designers should
actively seek to avoid discrimination. This is no simple
task, since the goals of ML are typically concerned with
efficiency and predictive accuracy, posing an ethical
dilemma when fairness constraints decrease hard
metrics [16]. To remedy this, researchers have
proposed approaches for avoiding bias and
discrimination in ML while maintaining accuracy. One
set of approaches considers real-life domains that are
protected by anti-discrimination laws – like race,
religion, gender, disability or family status – as
protected attributes, with the goal of attaining good
predictive accuracy while ensuring non-discrimination in
terms of a protected attribute [14].

Consider the impact of racial stereotypes when creating
the personas [31]. While algorithms may be asked to
ignore protected attributes, this approach can be
ineffective because protected attributes may be
deduced from other features. However, discarding
protected attributes from personas, may also conflict
with relevance. For example, a persona by default has
a race. Consider creating “criminal personas” from data
– the choice of race can immediate cause effect such as
reinforce the users’ stereotypes (“Yes, the criminal is,
of course, black”) or result in backlash (“Why did they
choose a black persona as the thug? That is racist!”).
DDPC then becomes politicized and is no longer seen as
“objective” and fair, conditional to if the persona
confirms its user’s pre-existing worldviews. Thus, DDPC
choices result in use of design power [29] and are a
part of a continuum of algorithm-user interaction,
where human attitudes and stereotypes are inevitably
intertwined with algorithmic decision making.

Concerns with bias thus relate more obviously to the
first steps of DDPC. However, DDPC reverses the vector
of ethical inquiry, as it were, because it seeks to
introduce attributes – including, potentially, protected
attributes like race, gender, disability or family status –
back into the algorithm: first at a group level (by
identifying impactful demographic groups from a
dataset) and finally at an individual level (by creating
shell personas via demographic attributes and by
enriching these shell personas with quotes and
preferences to create rich persona descriptions). These
are essential steps if the personas are to be believable,
as personas without these attributes would be of little
utility [24]. The question then arises (DQ3): How can
the principle of fairness and non-discrimination be
satisfied in the latter stages of persona generation,
particularly when the algorithm reintroduces group
demographics and attributes (including protected
attributes) into aggregated data?

The question hinges on an ethical understanding of
algorithmic categories and estimated similarity. As
Gillespie [11] notes, categorization is a powerful
political and semantic tool. DDPC leverages the power
of categories and algorithmic profiling by inferring a
representative demographic group from the data.
Creating demographic brackets around an interaction
pattern necessitates some form of categorization based
on estimated similarity. This raises ethical concerns
because the linking of two or more attributes through a
seemingly objective computational logic may presents
such linkages as natural and self-evident, which in turn
may reinforce existing social inequalities and stereotypes. Such linkages may be put to uses that are less than ethical [3]. Additionally, categories create order out of disparate information and present information in a fixed way that discourages alternatives. The definition of demographic brackets, which demographic attributes are included, and which are excluded, and how they are judged to be representative are all concerns that need to be considered in an ethical understanding of DDPC.

Another challenge for fair DDPC is that, for certain attributes like age, gender or ethnicity, only one dominant value can be chosen [33]. In addition to the fairness strategies discussed above, which attempt to deal algorithmically with sensitive information through the controlled distortion of training data or the integration of anti-discrimination criteria into the algorithm itself, avoiding discrimination in this stage of the DDPC process may involve the post-processing of classification models or the modification of decisions to ensure a fair distribution between protected and unprotected groups [25, 33]. For example, it is possible to introduce variations in the underlying user base purposefully by adding additional layers of information to persona profiles that showcase the diversity beyond showing just the dominant user attributes [33]. Once more, the normative dimension of this step implies a trade-off between the accuracy and credibility of personas, on the one hand, and fairness, on the other, into which further research is required.

Holding automation accountable to these concerns is hampered by the opaqueness and lack of transparency of algorithms [26]. Algorithms and ML are increasingly understood as agential, operating in terms that are becoming progressively indecipherable to humans [38]. The governance of algorithms, therefore, relates closely to algorithmic transparency: the more that is known about algorithmic decision-making, the better it can be evaluated for fairness. In most (but not all) cases, transparency of algorithmic decision-making leads to increased fairness [20, 37].

Algorithmic transparency is determined by standards clarity, standards validity, the representativeness of information, and the explanation of decision outcomes [20] (see Table 3). In the case of DDPC, these considerations lead to the DQ4: How can data-driven persona creation be communicated in a clear way that supports decision-making in a given context, while explaining how the persona information is generated?

**EDS-6: The entanglement with practice and the production of calculated publics**

The discussion thus far centered on the ethics of the creation of persona profiles from online user analytics. Yet, the way end-users interact with personas is another aspect to be considered, especially as persona use has been shown to involve political elements [23, 27]. The concern here is with the fifth and sixth dimensions of Gillespie’s model: the entanglement with practice (how users interact with algorithmic outcomes) and the production of calculated publics (how the algorithmic presentation of publics back to themselves shape a public’s sense of itself) [11].

In the persona context, political motivations and stereotyping among decision makers have been raised as concerns [15, 27]. Personas based on “numbers” and “data” can give their wielders more credibility and power, as data can be weaponized into supporting...
political agendas within organizations, even when it is obtained through processes that are not well understood [34]. Although the power of persona developers to influence how personas are used is forcefully limited, the question should still be posed (DQ5): How to ensure the data-driven personas are used in an ethical way for decision making? One approach is to ensure that the personas demonstrate the full diversity of the user base, not only focusing on users that form the average or majority [23].

In a sense, this is about “forcing” the persona users to consider that there are fringe behaviors and minorities in their user base, not only majority groups. For this, the concept of persona set is instrumental, as increasing the number of personas yields more variety. Yet, we stress that the cognitive interpretation of the persona is vulnerable to stereotypes and biases of the persona user, and there remains a considerable gap in research validating how DDPC could be used for reducing these biases, if at all [35].

**Discussion**

In many respects, the goal of DDPC is to use algorithms and data “for good”. Personas aim at enhancing the empathetic understanding by stakeholders of their audiences and users, while reducing the complexity of big data analytics and online user data. However, there are ethical challenges related to each step of the DDPC process, arising from the nature of the user data, the ways in which algorithms automatically process this data, and the choices that the persona creators make. For example, selecting the number of clusters is an ethical choice – if one cluster equals one persona [6], then the persona creator can “increase diversity” (in probabilistic sense) by increasing the number of clusters. However, most references suggest the creation of only handful of personas [8]. How then, can we align ethical goals with persona design goals? While this remains a challenge for future work, we provide some guidelines in Table 4.

There is a trade-off between accuracy and biased source data. On one hand, the generated personas inherit the biases in the source data and thus yield personas that do not fairly represent all users. On the other hand, this very property of inheriting biases from the data exposes the biases in the source data, which is useful to stakeholders. If the algorithm is objective but the data is biased, the “biased personas” reveal flaws in the real world that can then (ideally) be addressed. For example, one can focus on a subset of data consisting of vulnerable classes or minority segments, and generate personas that specifically portray these user types. For persona designers, it is highly important to analyze and describe the bias in the source data, being transparent in the pros and cons of their preferred algorithmic techniques, and work together with stakeholders to understand their biases and how the data-driven personas could be used to co-create fair decision-making outcomes in real use cases.

**Conclusion**

The complicated intersections of people, information, and technology formed the foundation of our inquiry into the ethics of DDPC. Adopting the idea of procedural justice, we propose that fairness can best be assured when considering the normative dimensions of every step in the persona-creation process. The result is a set of guiding questions that consider the entire life cycle of DDPC from collecting datasets to the interface between personas and stakeholders.
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